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ABSTRACT
The unit method of accounting for investmedts, also

called the market-value method, is defined as a procedure for
accurately allocating income and investment gains and losses, both
realized and unrealized, between compodent funds of an investment
pool. This procedure provides a data base for the calculation of
investment performance. Advantages of the procedure are described,

A

and basic implementation methods are outlined. Details are offered on
conversion or start up problems, frequency of calculations, valuation
dates, accounting for withdrawals, transfer between pools,
distribution of income, performance evaluation, number of investment.
pools, and recordkeeping. It is noted that the unit method can be
made as simple or as sophisticated as the institution may desire and
its advaAtages,offset the efforts it takes. (LBH)
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-Pooh g of funds and in esting for total return require better procedures for accounting
and r porti he method described here is not user!) difficult and meets these objectis es.

UNIT .

By Leigh A Jones

D OF ACCOUNTING FOR INVESTMENTS

Historically. the procedures followed in accounting for
investments have had little attention because there were no
"problems Maintaining records on 1% here funds were held.
what the were invested in, and how much they earned were
the important aspects of investment accounting From an
accounting standpoint. this required nothing more than
keeping detailed records. \\ hen funds were received for re-
stricted purposes. they were usual'. invested separately so
that the identity of the funds could be maintained for
valuation and income determination 'purposes While I

believe that many trustees thought this was the only prudent
way to handle restricted funds. I' suspect that this belief
was fostered by the accountants who either didn't know how
to or were not interested in accounting for investments
in an other way

\s all of us are aware. the attitudes of the trustees1(and I

might add the accountants) have been changing in recent
.ears with regard to the investment of funds and the "pooling"
concept is now commonly accepted With the pooling of
funds and the new investment philosophy of investing for
"total return" the need for better accounting and reporting
procedures relating to investments becomes obvious. This
is .where the unit method of accounting for investments
comes into play

Before discussing the details of the unit method of ac-
counting for investments, an explanation should be made
about other commonly used names for this same procedure

(. The Unit Method is also known as the Share Method;
the Unit-Share Method; the Mutual Fund Method; and the
Market-Value Method. The Market-Value Method is the
name used by the American Council on Education in its
book College and Universal Business Administration
For the purposes of this report it will be referred to as -the
Unit Method.

Using the Unit Method to account for investments serves
two distinct purposes. First, it provides a means for ac-
curately distributing income and capital 'appreciation or
depreciation earned by a pooled investment account equitably
between the component parts of the pool. This might. be
referred to as its accounting purpose. Secondly, it provides
d means for evaluating investment performance. This might
be referred to as the evaluation .purpose. Most literature on
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the subject usual'. refers to the L nit Method in terms of ac-
complishing one or the other of these purposes We will try
to cover both aspects in this report

Basically. the l nit Method might be defined, as a "pro-
cedure for accurately allocating income and investment
,gains and losses. both realized and unrealized, between
component funds of an investment pool, which, procedure
provides a data base for the calculation of investment
performance

The t nit Method is not new but was evolved many 'rears
ago when mutual funds were faced with the pi-oblein of
pro siding a precise continuing record of the net asset value
of an individual's investment, irrespective of new sub-
scription; and redemptions'. It also solved for them the
problem of measuring the change in total value produced by
investment performance. without allowing contributions and
withdrawals to affect the measurement. Bank ,trust depart-
ment have also been using the Unit Method for a number
of years in the management of their "common trust funds."
It would appear that until recently colleges and universities
have not. for the most pare, adopted such procedures for
handling their investment funds: In fact, there is some
evidence to indicate that there are still many who have not
adopted this procedure even though principle 17 in College
and niverslt Business Administration indicates that- it
should be folloWed.

The advantages of using the Unit, Method are several."

I It tirovides an accurate means of distributing earned
income between funds received at different rates, This
is particularly important where endowment funds or
other funds with different restrictions. are invested
in the same investment pool.

2. It provides a precise continuing record.of the net asset
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value of each fund addition irrespective of new fund
additions or withdrawals Knowing the net asset value
is extremely important when it becomes necessary to
withdraw funds from an investment pool

3 At provides a method whereby tattous funds can be
pooled for investment purposes and 'yet maintain the
separate identity and the accountability for each fund.

4 It- pros ides a data base whereby the performance of
separately attested funds or pools can be compared

Bisic Procedure

The bash proceduro for the Unit Method of accounting are
fairly simple At the lime an addition to an investment pool
is to be made the total market tattle of the pool is calculated
The number of units _outstanding are th.err divided into this
taluation,to determine the market value of each dim This
unit value N then do. tded into the value of the addition to
determine the number of units the new addition will be
assigned The deposit of cash or securities is then made and
the number of units outstanding is increased by the number
of units assigned to the new addition When a withdrawal ts,
to be made, the market value of the pool and.'61each out-
standing unit is again determined. This unit value is mul-
tiphe Imes the number of units owned by the fund being
withdraws to determine the amount of cash or securities tbe
uithdra n After the withdrawal has been made, the number
of units outstanding is reduced by the number of units pre-
iousl gwit&I,by the witlildrawing fund., i

ed Investment Account Immediately Before Addition

, MarketIlarket dlue .
Number of tqiits Outstanding
Market alue Per t nit

Addition

Market k slue of Addition
'somber ai 1. nits to be bsucd (S25,000 :S125;

Pooled Investment Account Immediately After Addition

, total Market Value I S125.000 + S25.000)
Number ut LIIIts Outstanding 11.000.2001
Market alue Per Unit

Withdrawal

Number of C rirts Owned by 1.1v ithdrawing Fund
Market Aalue Per Unit on Date ut Withdrawal
Market \alue bl 1 nits Being Withdrawn (350$I25)

Pooled Inyestinent Account' Immediately After W Ithdrawal

Total Market vialue (S150f100 543.750)
Number of 1. ntts Outstanding (1,200 350)
Marke(Value Per 1 nit

Conversion or Start Lp Problems

51215 000

S

I 000
125

of the distribution of net assets and income to funds that
hate been receited at different dates in the past, it is pre-
ferable that a retroactive conversion be made ,How far back
it should be made Lan best be ascertained by determining the
most recent date'jhat the market value and the book value of
the investments were nearly similar However, if previous
to that date there had been significant differences between
cost and market an earlier date of stmllanty should be choser..
1 he date of Lontersion, however. may have to be chosen
from some later date if adequate historical financial in-
formation is not available

{he seLond problem that. is faced is how much prior year
information will be needed to make the conversion As pointed
out earlier. the total market price of an investment pool is
needed for those dates when additions and withdrawals are
rnade from the'intestrnertrpoo1 For many institutions it may
he,VNt;emLly difficult not only to calculate the market price
of the investment' fund on the date of each prior year's addi-
tion or withdrawal but also the e \act date of tach transaction
may he difficult to determine Accordingly. in making a
retroactive convey ion one should first determine these dates

IL
a mini-when the total market value of the fund is known

mum one Would suspect that these market ;"alues a readily
asLertainable from the institution's annual financi J state-
ments for each prior year end The Nalues ,for othr dates
may he atoilable from prior year's investment reports r other
data Once a determination has been made as to the v luation
dates IA hICh will be used, the date of each prioryear's ddition
or withdcattol needs only to be determined with eno h pre-
ciseness to classify each between any two taluationdates.

After the informational problems have been resolved, the re-
troactive calculations of the number of units outstanding can
be made. First an arbitrary value is set for each unit, Usually

S 25 000 a value of SIO, $100 or 51,000 is selected. This unit value is
200

divided into the total market value of the investment fund
on the beginning date to arrive at the number of units to be

5150_006 'assigned to each of the componeth funds as of that.date.
1.200 . From there the usual calculations are made with much

S 125 ' frequency as data are available.

350

$ , 125. 43.750

.51b6.250
SS)

$ '125

Conversion from the book method (cost method), to the
Unit Method of accounting for investments creates some
interesting problems. The first question which comes up is
the date of the conversion. Should the conversion be made
as of a current date or should the conversion he made
retroactive to some earlier date') In order to insure the fairness

STUDIES IN MANAGEMENT

From a practical sense, the making of prior year calculations
might only he made as of each prior year end. While the
accuracy of such a determination may not be precise, it
would be sufficiently accurate to provide information for
making reasonable allocations of future income and for re-
viewing prior year performance and growth trends.

For some institutions the task of going back and ascertaining
the year or period in which ,a specific gift or addition was
made may be the most difficult part of the whole conversion.
In those .eases Where this is the probleen, or the problem is
that the institution does not have sufficient staff time td
ascertain this information, the conversion can still be made
Using additions and retirement on a gross basis as they show
up in the fund balance account for each year. The unit value
and number cif units outstanding for each year end can be
determinegpfrom this informatibn and then related back to
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specific additions or retirement as time permits In some
' eases this information may he related hack to only those

Rinds such as restricted funds where it is important to know
the amount of income earned From the standpoint of re-
viewing prior year's performance of the fund thr unit prices
armed at in this way may not be precise but should he
sufficiently accurate to show overall growth trends

Frequency of Calculations

After the Unit Method has been established for a fund a
determination should he made as to how often the calculations
will be made in the future It goes without saying that the
more often they are made the more accurate the results will
be in the ease of mutual funds, It is essential that they
make their calcsilation on a daily or a weekly basis From
the standpointwM colleges and unitersities, it would seem
that the calculations would have to be made no oftener than
monthly and, depending on the trequency of additions and
withdrawals. may he made less often Other alternatives
might he quarterly or semi-annually It could also be possible
to make the calculation only on those dates when additions
or withdrawals are made It market values for those' dates
could be easily ascertained

Valuation Dates

The total_market value of all assets owned by the pool is
determined on the last business day of each month or other
valuation date that may be selected and from this total the
value of each participating unit is computed This unit value
is used to calculate the additions and withdrawals made
during the following month or period While it would be
possible to use the valuation at the end of' the month for
determining the accounting for transactions made during that
Month. the bookkeeping is much simpler using the beginning
of the month unit salues. In the case of significant additions
or withdrawals from a pool a valuation as of the date of
th6 transactions should be made.

Accounting for Withdrawals

Where cash is added to the pool the additional number of
units issued is determined by dividing the unit value of the
units outstanding at the end of the preceeding period into the
total cash deposited When securities or other assets are
added to the pool their fair market value at the date of
addition is used for determining- the additional number of
units to he' issued. The same is true for withdpwals from
the pool in that the value of the units being withdrawn
determines the value of the assets to be removed

However, in accounting for withdrawals two problems ge-
nerally arise First, the amount withdrawn (number of units
times unit value) generally will not equal the book value of
the fund being withdrawn This is due to the fact that after
a fund has been added to an investment pool the book
value will remain the same but it, market value will increase
or decrease as the value of the pooled investments increase
or decrease The second problem arises if assets other than

cash are witlidrawn'trom the pool In this case the recorded
price of the investments being withdrawn usually will differ
tram their current market value

hen the hook value of the fund being withdrawn is dif-'
terent from the market value ot'the assets being withdrawn.
the difference for accounting purposes is debited or credited
to the "realized gains or loss account" for that pool If
withdrawals are significant in size or occur frequently. a
separate account might be established to accumulate these
amounts For statement purposessthe.separate accounc would
he offset against the regular realized .gains -or loss account-,
for the pool

1,1, hen the hook value of the securities being withdrawn is
ditterent !rum the market value the differenle is also debited
or credited to the realized gains or loss account

Transfer Between Pools

When a transfer of funds is made between pools the same
two problems may result as discussed under withdrawals.
namely. that the book value or cost of the fund being trans-
terred will. in most cases, differ from the total market value
of the dnits owned by that fund, and that if. marketable
securities. ,rather than cash, are to be transferred. chances
are the book value of -these securities will not be the same
as their market value.

The general rule that shOuld be followed for.transfers'is that
the fund balance and the marketable securities should be
transferred at their recorded cost or carrying talue. It should
be quickly pointed out. howel,er, that the fair market value
of the securities being transferred should be equivalent to
the total market value of the units owned by the fund being
transferred In other words, the fund balance and the.secu-
rities transferred are recorded in the new pool at the same
costs as they were recorded in the old pool, but fhe amount
of securities being transferred is determined by the market
vahie of the units owned by the fund,being transferred.

In recording these transfers, the differences-between the cost
of the fund and the cost of the securities is either debited
or credited to the gain or loss account on the old pool with
Just the opposite entry being made on the new pool.

Again. howeNer, it should he emphasized that thee amount
of cash or securities transferred from the first pool is deter-
mined by the total value of the units owned by the ftind
being transferred.

Distribution of Incorhe

In determining the distribution of income earned by a pool
during the year. the average number of units outstanding
during the year is divided into the total income earned. The
resultant amount is the income per unit which is uspd to
calculate the total income each fund in the pool, has earned
In computing the average number of units outstanding, either
the total units at the beginning of the month or the end of
the month can he, used. Using the month end total seems

.DECEMBER, 1971,



to be the most often used method and results In additions
getting a full month's income for the month in.which they

were made and withdrawals getting no income for the month
during which rhey were withdrawn. If the beginning ot, the
month totals are used. Just the opposite income distribution
Tesults'

Performance Es a.luation'

Es aluating the performance of a giseh msestment pool which
is using the Unit Method for recording additions and with-
drawals is quite simple By comparison of the unit salue at
the beginning of any period with the unit alue at the end
of the period the increase or decrease salue can be ascertained.
This figure can be cons erted into a percentage for comparison
sith other pools or indexes By adding the aerage income
earned by each unit to the increase or decrease in the unit
salue, the total return of the pool can also be calculated and
conserved to a percentage for comparison purposes

Number of Insestment Pools

Often the question is asked. how many ins'estment pools
should a college or unisersity hal,e' While it is not the
point of this report to discuss the proper number that any
particular irtitution should hale. it should be noted that
by using thc Umt -Method for recording transactions. the
number of (3ols can be determined solely by imestment
reasons, It is no longer necessary to maintain separate in-
sestment accounts in order to accurately account for income
and gains and losses for an individual fund.

Records

I he only additio I record that needs to be maintained under
the I. nit Metho is a record otl the number of units ow ned
by each fund In/a particular ins estment pool If fund balances
are computer ed. the addition at- the number of units owned
by each fu can be easily incorporated in the computercan

n the other hand if fund balances are not.I

computer zed a simple ledger. set up for the purpose of
maskaining a record of fund balances and units, can be
established without much difficulty

As a last admonition, the L nit Method of accounting r

ins estments is not difficult and can be made. as simple or
sophisticated as the institution may desire The adman ges

which adhere to it. will greatly offset the efforts that it akes
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